
CIIAPTER 4

MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF FERRITE WOOD

4.1 Magnetic Properties ofNi-Znferrite wood

4.1.1 Magnetic hysteresis ofNi-Zn ferrite wood

The experiment setup f♭rm喝netic bysteresis was described a土section 2.9.

This purpose of this experiment is to determine either the woody shape of ferrite

wood will affect the magnetism or not. The specimens were prepared in cubical shape

inorder to minimize or eliminated the error due to diamagnetism effectinmulti-

directions.

Asa results, Figure 4.1 I 4.3 shows the magnetic hysteresis for all three

direction for all specimens ofNixZnl_x Fe204 (x - 0.1, 0.5 and 0.9).It seems that all

specimens exhibited the similar patternof magnetic hysteresis, whichareinparallel

direction (B dir)was show the bigber m喝netization in the lower coercive fわrces

(Saturatedat lower coercivity)compared withA and C directions.
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Figure 4.I Hysteresis loops for x - 0.I in A, B and C directions
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Figure 4.2 Hysteresis loop for x - 0.5inA, B and C directions
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Figure 4.3 Hysteresis loop for x
- 0.9inA, Band C directions

The hysteresis curve showsthatinparallel directions were easier to magnetize. The

hysteresis curves Ni-Zn ferrites are have a similar trend as丘Im shapespecimens. 0.

F. Caltun (2005) [30] was preparedthe Nio.5Zno.5 Fe204 film by using pulsed laser

deposition teclmique was and mention aboutthe typical in plane and out- of- plane

magnetization curve (丘gure4.4),which is similar patteminthis study.
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Figure 4.4 Magnetic hysteresis of ferritefilminplan and out10fplane. Adapted from

【30】

Meanwhile for bulk ferrite [28,41, 25]and powderferrite [17] (non- i:lm)

most of the study only presented single hysteresis curve due to identical pattern for
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every directions. The microstructure of wood that consisted layered of sintered body

capable to affect the hysteresis similar pattem as filmshape1

4.1.2 Characteristic of hysteresis ctLrVe Of Ni-Zn ferrite wood

Two different hysteresis curves were obtained fi･om Ni-Zn femite woods,

Figure 4.5 and Table 4.1indicates the characteristic of hysteresis curves that

measured inperpendicularand paral1elwiththe pores.

Table 4. 1 The characteristic hysteresis curve ofNi-Zn ferrite wood

Parameter Paral1elwith the pores Perpendicularwith the pores Point

(Doted line) (Solid line) (figure)

Magnetic Saturation, Ms

Coercivity, Hc

Remanence, Mr

Magnetization

Coerci'vity at Ms, H Ms

Mspal 三 Msper

Hc
pal

< Hc叩r

Mr
pa[

> Mr
per

●

◎ 蓉

0 ::I.

(Mrp乱l<Mpal<MspaI)>(Mrpe,<Mpe,<Mspcr) ● ●

(HMs)p8L < (HMS)p.r O ⊂:さ

Figure 4.5 the Characteristic hysteresis curve ofNi-Zn ferrite wood

h血e next fbllowmg sections will discuss more detail about thus proper【ies･
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4.1.3 CoeJYive forces ofNi-Zn ferrite wood

Figure 4･6 showthe coemive rleld,Hc asthefunction of the composition x.

The coercive丘eld, Hc increased monotonouslywiththe increasing of x (containof

Ni2+),wherethe coercive force in the Åand C directions (perpendicular)were larger

thanthatinthe B direction (parallelto the thinwall).Therefore it is obviousthatthe

difference ofHcinthe parallel and perpendicular directions was an effect due tothe

anisotropic struc山re of wood templates. The effect also can be observedinthethin

丘1m case [42],althoughthecoercivities Hc ofthinfilmwere much higher.The reason

thinfi如have a higher coercivity because ithave a smaller grainsizes thatincreasein

the number of low angle grain boundaries, which acts as plnnlng Sitefor domain walls

[42]･Meanwhile C･Cal1e etal(2006) [43]were preparedthethinfilmby using RF

sputtering and reveal thatthe coercivityHc ofNio.5Zno,5Fe204arOund =53
-

=85 0e

withthethickness ㌶60一誌240pm.
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Figure 4･6 Coercivity as function ofx in NixZnl.xFe204 (a).Femite wood (b)Thin film

[42].

The obtained results (丘gure4･7) by MuharrLmad Ajmalet al 【6]showthe similar

tendency of bulk ferrite prepared by solid state reaction techniqueare decreasmg of
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coercivity,
Hc byincreasing of Zn concentrations. The ferrite

wood that consist 2

different value of coercivity due tothe directionthat measuredinplaneand offplane･
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Fjgure 4･7 P一otof coercivityas afunction of Zinc concentration in Nil-xZnミFe204.

Adapted舟om [4 J]

4.I.4 Saturation of magnetizatioJ) OfNi-ZJ) ferrite wood

For each specimen of ferrjte wood (figure 4.8)was saturated at same value.

Commonly, the saturation of magnetization is not directions dependent, According to

J･Gao et al･ (2004) [21]for the non-film NixZnl_xFe204 have a highest magnetization

satt]ration when x = 0･5. SDeka et al (2006) reported thatthe magnetization was

increased by increasing Of sintermg temperature from 400oC to 800oC. At 800oC the

magnetization was saturated at
= 70 emu/g. The value of saturation was higher

probabJy due to the small particle of powder (54 nm■).
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Figure 4.8. Variation of of magnetic saturation as a免mction ofx concentration in

NixZn 1.xFe204

Purushotham Yadoji atal(2003) [28],had preparedthe bulk NixZnl_xFe204

by microwave and conventionalmethod. They were found thatthe saturzrtions of

magnetization are different for bothprocesses. The results for conventionalmethod

are similar withthis study. Figure 4.9 showsthe results of magnetic saturationsvia

conventional and microwave method [28].They explainthe reasonthe different occur

because more aJld more Zn2+occupying the tetrahedral sites by conventional

technique.

The distribution of the cation in tetrahedraland ocl.ahedralwill influencethe

magnetizationintherich Ni2'region due tothe net moment that produce by parallel

andanti- parallel fashion. It can be explained bythe equation below [44].

恥l
≡ (n[(1-x)-x]

-5[1+(1-Ⅹ)-x])
- (n[1-2x]-10[11X])lib

According tothe equation above,the net momentthat calculatedtheoretically

丘omthe Outer-shell electron con丘guration and number or unpaired electrons (table

4.2) was different丘omthe experimentally obtained at higher amount of Ni2'. The

patternof the normal spinet,mixed spineland inverse spinel wasincrease constantly
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instraight line reaching lOpb. Mean while experimentally at 40%- 50% of the

contents of the Ni in the mixed spinel, the magnetization begins to drop･ This is

because the antiparallelism between the diminishing number of Fetet ionsand the Fe.ct

ions carmot be maintained against theincreaslng antiparallelinteraction on the

octahedral sublattices [44].This argument was corresponded with this study･

Table 4.2 Outer-shell electron configuration and number or unpaired electrons for

Ni2', zn2'and Fe3'. [44]

Ion Electron configuration Number of Unpaired electrons
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Figure 4･9 Variation of saturation magnetization with Zn concentration ofNil-

xZnxFe204
(Adapted &om [28])

Table 4.3 concludes the magnetic data ofNi-Zn ferritewood･
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Table 4.3 Magnetic Data ofNixZnl_x Fe204from woo中+temp血es
Ms Hc (Oe)Ⅹ

Emu/ Emu/cc Adir Bdir Cdir

15.5 9.86

56 38.12

49 44.35

39.1 33.7 40.5

68.7 55.8 68.8

89 71 88

4.I.5 Anisotropy constant of Ni-ZtL ferrite wood

The anisotropy constants were calculated by brown's relations [45]

Hc

≧(孟〕
Here we cansee that the coercivity, Hc has a direct relation with the anisotropy

constants Kl･ In this study the coercivities wereincrease byincreaslng Of Zn2+ and

higher in perpendicular directions･ For bulk spinel Ni ferrite and Mn ferritehave a Kl

-

-69
x 10-3 and 40 x lO13 erg/cm3 respectively [44]meanwhile for ferrite wood was

stated in table below.

丑わ1e4.4+Theanisotropy constant ofNiyZnl_yFeっOAin1)arallel and pemendicu血dir

x direction to the pores Anisotropycoふst;nterg/cm3

0.1

0.5

0.9

Parallel

Perpendicular

Paralle 1

Perpendicular

Parallel

Perpendicular

_3xlO-3

_2.6x
10-3

_20.7Ⅹ
10-3

_ 16.8Ⅹ10-3

_31.1Ⅹ10~3

ー24.9Ⅹ
10-3

The anisotropy constants were higherinparalleldirections for every specimen･
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4.1.6 Saturation magneti2&tion ratio (SqllareneSS) of Ni-Zn ferrite wood

For so允 ferrite, higher the hysteresis slope,the higher the squareness･ The

squareness of NixZllXFe204 WOOdinparalleland perpendicularare showninfigure

4.10.

The squareness was calculatedin%. In parallel direction the squareness is

higher than thatinperpendiculardirections･ It.seem like allthe specimens have a

different of the squareness at average lO% for both directionsI The results also shows

the squreness are increasing monotonously bythe content ofNi2+･
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Figure 4. I0 Saturation Magnetization ration (Squareness), Mr/Ms infunctioロOf X

4.1.7 Magnetic Permeability, I ofNi-Zn ferrite wood

Magnetic permeability is the measure of the abilityof a material to support the

formation of a magnetic fieldwithinitself･ In order to dealingwith high frequency

mag□etic field, the complex pe皿eability is a use丘11 tool･ The complex permeability

canbe explained by equation below.

LL(f)
-

p'(f)-ju''(i)
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Which is p
-

complex permeability, p'- real permeabilityand p''- imaginary

permeability.
In the other word, theい.is a resultant of p'andい′" (flgure).

and solving for p

p
- J ((p')2+(p")2)

In pe皿eability also can be determined丘om也e magnetic bysteresis tha土measured by

magnetization, B vs coercive fわrce,班.

p-B/H

The magnetic permeability, p is a slope of B-H curve.Which is the larger the

slope the higher the permeability. From the magnetic hysteresis of ferritewood were

reveals the shape anisotropy due to the layer of wall that parallel with the pores

(section3.8.1).It was easier to magnetize if measured parallel with the pores (with

lO% different of squareness).
Means that it has a different slop of B-H curves that

show by equation below.

pl
=

(B/H) parallel t. the p.resand

p2
= (B/H)perpendiculart. the p.,es

According to those equations, two
pet'meabilt'o'mt'ght

be obtained with 1

feT･11ilewood specimens. The next section will discuss about the dual permeabilityin

single ferritewood.
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4.I.8 Experimental ofdual perJneability in
single

ferrite wood specimen.

Section 2.16 was discussed about the magnetic permeabilitymeasurement.

Most of the equipment for high frequency (>1MI七) magnetic permeability

measurement only measure the smaller size specimens that in film (maxthickness

lmm)and toroidalshape. Ferrite wood was constructed by a multi- layer ofwallin1

directional pores with a size of pore approximately lOpm. That means for 1 mm

thickness it consist approximately 100 layers ofwall･

The value of magnetization andthe Hk magnetic from hysteresis curve is

necessary for the permeabilitymeasurement. The results irl figure 3131indicate the

anisotropy caused by the wall of ferrite woodalso occurred inthe lmm thick

specimens.Asresults, the value of the Magnetization and the anisotropIC magnetic

field strength Hk were difF&ent for each direction. The femite wc･od that sintered at

1200oC, 1250oC and 1300oC was measure (figure4.1l-4.13).
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Figure 4.1 1 Magnetization and Hk for Nio,5Zno
5Fe204 (Sinteredat 1200Oc) thinshape

specimens 1.
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Table 4.5 shows the input data that necessary for the permeability

measurement. Each set of data shows the similar trend which isinparallel withpores
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directionthe value of magnetizations were higherand anisotropic magnetic丘eld

strengthHk were lower.

Table 4.5 Results obtained from hysteresis curve of femite wood for magnetic

permeability measurement

SDeCimen size I)irections ma竿neti2ation Hk

(m m3) 47tMs (kG) 仲Oe)

1

(1200oC)
2

(1250oC)
3

(1300oC)

1Ⅹ5Ⅹ6 Parallel

P erpendicu lar

lx5Ⅹ6 Parallel

P erpendi cu 1ar

lx5Ⅹ6 Parallel

Perpendicu lar

4.4

4.35

4.5

4.0

4.7

4.3

0.333

0.461

0.205

0.350

0.300

0.340

The ferrite woods have porosityas high as 87% caused the magnetic

permeabilities were very lo甲due to the equipment wasinclude the air permeabilityof

the specimens during measurement. To consider the only the sintered body, the

obtained value ofpermeabilitywas corrected by eliminated the pores effect.

The Permeabilityaffected by densitywas eliminated by using formula

p=LLexJ(
1
-Vpi)

inorder to examined the effect ofmicrostructure [46,47]･Vpi is the volume fraction

occupied by pores that can be achieved throughvarious methods such as X-ray,

microscopic analysis or the densityof material [46].For this study, the densityof

material method was used which is Vpi - 1 -

pbulk/ptheo,etical,Where pbulk and ptheo,eticalis

the bu枚 densityand theoretical densityofthe specimen respectively.
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Figure 4･16 Complex permeabilityofferrite rood (1300oC)inparalleland

perpendieular d irect10nS.

The results were shown in figure 4.14 - 4.16, The tendencies of the magnetic

permeabilityare similar, which is higher in parallel directions but the range of the

different in parallel and perpendicular were various due to the microstructure thatin-

homogeneous･ The imaginary permeabilityトl" have a multiple peak due to the

inhomogeneous ofthemicrostructure and porosity. Inthis study, No specific trend of

the sintered temperature causingthe magnetic permeability.

The results agreewiththe equations p]
-

(B/H) pE.raHel I. the pores and

p2
=

(B/H) perpendicular to the p.,es that obtained via VSM rneasurement･ This study had

revealed a dual magnetic permeabilityin single ferrite wood caused by it

microstructure.

Two main factorsthat contribute to the changes of the complex permeabilities

namely, compositions containof x for (NixZnllXFe204)figure 4.17and the densities

change. But it was relatedwith the high density specimens. The permeabilitywas

shifted down and the peak was shifted to the higher frequency for the lower density
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specimens. The densitywas caused bythe porosity. That means for porous Ni-Zn

ferritematerialthe peak was shitted tothe higher丘equency.

Figure 4.17 showsthe complex permeability vs &equency with various sets of

density of bulk Nio,5Zno.5Fe204. This results agreed with [16] that phenomenon

occurred at Ni-ferrite was also similar withbulk Nio,5Zno.5Fe204. The results also

indicate for bulk Nio.5Zno.5Fe204 at
- 2GHz, the real permeabilitywas showed the

diamagnetism behavior which is lower than that air permeability,
< 1. The dispersion

frequency drc-ps continuously withincreasing density[16]. According to [16]this

phenomenon occurred because for low densityand smaller grains specimens, only

domain rotations contribute to
permeability and that in denser specimens a

contribution is also made by wall displacements.

107 108 109

Figure 41 17 The
permeabilityof the higher density of bulk Nio.5Zno"<Fe:04

4･1･9 EigJ) density vs low density Nio.5Zno.5Fe204 at GH2 frequency･

Before proceed with the results, let re&esh back at the microstructure. Figure

4･18 shows the SEM images of the HighDensity, Low Density and ferrite wood that

sintered at 1200oC. All specimens subjeetedwith similar grainsizes at same sintermg
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temperature. The highdensityferritewas prepared by usingthe calcined infiltrated

wood that cruslledinto powder and compressedand fhally sintered at desired

temperature. Meanwhile for low density ferrite was prepared by the similar approach

only different withadditional of organic powder thatmixedinorder to producethe

pores･Asresults of the preparations,allthe specimens have a similar graln Sizes

(figure4.18).

Figure 4.18 SEM images ofa･ High density(3･80g/cc), b･ low density卜0･67g/cc) and
c. ferrite wood (minimum -0.66g/cc)

In previous section, discuss aboutthe higher densityferritethat have

diamagnetism behaviors at I-2 GHz･ The very lower densityNio.5Zno.5Fe204 Was

compared in this sections. The low densityferrite specimens (-0･6g/cc) were

produced. The comparison shows that for low densityferritehas a better permeability

at GI七frequency･ It was agreedthatthe lower density Nio.5Zno.5Fe204 have a lower

maximum permeability, butinthe range 2
-

3 GHz the permeabilityperformed

ferrimagnetism behavior (permeabilityhigherthanair permeability)(figure
4･ 19)
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Frequency, Hz

Figure 4.20 The permeability of the Nio,5Zno,5Fe204 WOOd and highporosityrandom

pores specimens (sinteredat I200oC)

Figure 4.20 shows the permeabilitycurve of High density ferrite, low density

ferrite and ferrite wood. The low densityferrites have a similar density withferrite

wood hathsintered at 1200oC. It seem likethe woody shape specimens have a better

performance at GHz reg10nSI At 3 GHzthe ferrite wood have a relative real

permeabilityat 1.6and 1.42 comparedwithnon-woodthat slightlyhigher than air

permeability1.15. That meansthe woodmicrostructure capable to infhence the better

permeability at high frequency. This is because the shapeanisotropy able to increase
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the ferrimagnetic resonance丘equency. as discussed earlier the highdensityhave a

diamagnetism behavior which is gave the relative real permeabilitylower than1.

The results were conflrmed with the specimens with different sinterlng

temperatures･ Figure 4･21 shows the specimens that sintered at 1250oC･ In this case

the non-wood ferrite has a similar pattem with ferritewood thatinparallel directions.

Meanwhile ferrite wood that measured perpendicular with the pores have a better

relative real permeabilityat 3GHz. Ferrite wood that measured parallel withthe pores

have a highermax permeability thanthatinperpendicular direction but a洗er exceeded

lOOMHz the opposite phenomenon occurred. According to an expert, the

phenomenon was due to the inhomogenityof the microstructure. These are significant

due to the defected wood at higher sintering temperature. The similar patternof curve

was revealed for higher ferritewood that sintered at 1300oC (flgure4.42).
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Frequency, Hz

Figure 4･22 The permeability of the Nio"<Zno.5Fe204 Wood and high porosity random

pores specimens (sinteredat 1300oC)

412 Maglletic properties ofMJ)-Zn ferrite wood

4.2.1 Magnetic hysteresis ofMn-Zn ferrite wood

me magnetic hystereses of cubical shape Mn-Zn ferrites wood were

measured･ The experiments setup was discussedinsections. The results of magnetic

hysteresis of M皿xZnl_xFe204 wood (x - 0.1, 0.5 and 0.9) are showninfigure 4.23
-

4.25.
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Figure 4･25 Hysteresis loop ofMnxZnl-xFe204 for x
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lnstead of Ni-Zn ferrite the same tendency was occurred in Mn-Zn ferrite.

The shape anisotropy was occurred at all concentrations of Mn2+･ The hysteresis curve

ofMn-Zn ferrite wood shows the same tendency film shape specimens as reported by

R･G. Welch et al (1996) (figure 4.26) that prepared Mn-Zn ferrite filmby pulsed laser

depositions.
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Figure 4.26 The hysteresis loop offilm. Adapted from [36]
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4.2.2 Coercivity offerrite wood itLafuT)CtiotL OfX (M皿エZnl_tFe204)

The Coercivities of Mrl-Zn ferrite wood was obtainedfromthe hysteresis

curve (figure 4.27).The coercivities were decreased byincreased on Mn2'. The

different of coercivityoccurredinparallel and pelPendicular direction which is higher

inperpendicular directions. The coercivities were lower compared with thinfllm but

similar tendency was reveal･

Sorescu et al (2005)[29] stated that the Comparison of bulkand film

magnetic properties shows thatthe magnetic properties of the films areinmany

respects similar to those of the bulk, which makesthe laser ablation deposited ferrite

films pr]me candidates forthin-film high-frequer)cy microwave device applications･

In particular, the saturation magnetization is very similar to the bulk value, but the

coercivity values are slightlydifferent.

8 65
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Figure 4.27 The coercivityof MnxZnl_xFe204 WOOd that measured parallel and

perpendicular to the pores directions.
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Figure 4.28 Variations of the coercivities (HC) of Znl-xMnxFe204 ferrite filmunder

the parallel external field and the perpendicular external field.Adapted丘om [8]

4.2.3 Magnetic Saturations ofMn-Zn ferrite wood

Figure 4.29 shows the magnetic saturation of Mn-Zn ferrite wood. The

magnetic saturations were increased by amount of Mn2+･ The magnetic saturations are

6 emu/g, 21 emu/g and 25･5 emu/g for amount of Mn2+, Ⅹ
± o･1, 0･5 and O･9

respectively. Theincrements were corresponded with the net moment that calculated

theoretically丘om outer-shell electron configuration and number of unpaired electron･

The pattem of the normal spinel, mixed spinel andinverse spinel was increase

constantlyinstraightline･ The results show'the.increment able to retain at Mn2'

exceeded 50%.
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Figure 4.29 The magnetic saturations of MnxZnt_xFe204 wood

4.2.4 Saturation magnetizatioJ) ratio (SquareTleSS)ofMn-Z血ferrite wood

The squareness of Mn-Zn ferrite woods have a similar tendencywith Ni-Zn

ferrite which is the squeamess were increase by decreasing Of Zn2+. But the different

of parallel and perpendicular directions are smaller (average different l%) (figure

4.30).
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Figure 4.30 the squareness of MnxZnトxFe204 Wood
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4.215 ⅠIysteresis curve of thinner Mno.5Zno.5Fe204 WOOds

Previously, the cubical shapespecimens were measuredand the anisotropy

occurred due to也e woody sbape･ The questions are‥
･血us

anisotropy will occu汀ed

h the different shape of specimens? Or it changes with the thickness of specimen? To

answer thus question, the thinspecimens were measured (≧1mm), Three different

directions were examined by using VSM･

Figure 43 1 Mno.5Zno.5Fe204 WOOdinthin shape for VSM measurement

The figure 4.3 1 shows the magnetic hysteresis of the Mno,5Zno.5Fe204 wood

that measuredinA, B and C directions. The saturation of magnetization for C

direction was lowers than A and B directions because of the demagnetizlng effects

associated with the thin/ short specimen.

But a洗er nomalized the cuⅣe in M/Ms (丘gure 4.32) the A direction that

measured in parallel with the pores was easier to magnetize･ Meanwhile for B and C

direction seem identical. 1t has a similar tendency as cubical shapespecimens. The

magnetic saturations andthe coercivitywere similarwith cubical shape specimens.
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Figure 4132 the normalized the curveinM/Ms ofMnZn ferrite wood

4･2･6 Magnetic permeability ofMn-Zn ferrite wood･

According to [40] the permeabilityoftypicalferrite
family it showsthat the

Mn-Zn ferrite have a lowest effective frequency approximately 10 times lower than

Ni-Zn ferrite.Because of this,the permeabilityofMn-Zn ferritewas lowerthan airin
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GHz &equency reg10nS･

Figure 4.33 showsthe magnetic permeabilityMnZn ferrite wood measured

&om lOOMHz to IGhz,that Fromthe results, we can concludethat Mn-Zn ferrite

wood have a lower permeability at higherfrequency regions.
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Figure 4.33 Permeability ofMno.5Zno.5 Ferrite at lOOMHz I 1GHz

4.3 Magnetic properties ofBa-ferrite

4.3.1 Magnetic hysteresis ofBa- ferrite wood

ln previous chapter described about the crystallization of Ba-ferriteand丘･oln

the XRD pattern itshowsthatthe cLIFe203 Stillretained at 1400oC･ Sintered at 1400oC

woodymicrostructure was completely deformed.And also slngle phase Ba-ferriteare

crystallized at 1450oC [15,52]butthe woody shapeunable to retained at such high

temperature due tothe high shrinkages (figure4.34).

At 1200oC the woody microstructure was only partially retained. The hysteresis loops

of ba-ferrite are show in figure 4.35. 1t didn't indicate any specific trend affected by

the woodmicrostructure. This might be because the woodymicrostructure that

partially retained and the existlng Of α-Fe203.
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Figure 4.35 hysteresis loop of Ba-ferrite + hematite partially wood･

Compared with NiZn ferriteand MnZn felTite that able to retainthe woody

microstructure at single phase, the easy axis of the hysteresis loops was easy to be

identified, But for the Ba-ferrite wood
+ hematite the squarenes5are Simi1arinal1

directions. Only the coercivityin B directions was
slightlysmall. Probably due tothe

small number of the woody shape microstructure･

The partially Ba-ferrite woods didn't performthe hysteresis loop as Ba-ferrite

film. This is because, the complete single phase Ba-femite canbe obtained at high

temperature (1450oC c･nward)･Meanwhile the wood microstructure can't retain at

such temperature ･

4.3.2 Permeat)ility of Ba-ferrite wood

Figure 4137 showsthe Ba-ferrite wood that sintered at lOOOoC
I

1400oC･ The
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resultindicatesthe low bulk densityBa-ferrites have a small value of magnetic

permeability. The specimens sintered at 800oCand lOOOoC have a low permeability

-1
because of the low btllk density.

Figure 4.37 Permeabilityof Ba-ferrite wood sintered at varioustemperature (red)

800oC, (blue) 1000oC

4.4 Advanlages ofFerrite wood

Ferrite woods have advantages due to the microstructures. The physical

characteristic offerrite woods are the 1 directional pores. The function of the pores is

to separate the sintered body into thin layerthat constructed by combinations of

grains. Thus characteristics capable to innuence the magnetic ability due tothe

arrangement of gralnS.

Due tothe micro-size of the poresand thickness of the wall of sintered body,

the woody shape can be retained as thinas 50pm or less and almost similar thickness

as thick丘1m.
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(a)

Grain size
- 1.5pm

Figure 4.38 schematic of grain distribution (a) side view, (b) Frontview

Film shape specimens have better magnetic properties because most of the

measurement equlPmentS Were considers the volume of the specimensinstead of

mass.

Jianhua Gao et al. (2004)[42]that prepared results they prove that forthin

filmof Nio.4Zno,6Fe204 has a highestmagnetic saturation (approximately 400emu/cc).

Theyalso mentioll that for bulk ferrite,the maximum magnetic saturation is occun-ed

at 50% or Zn concentrations. The
coercivi吋,

Hc alsoincrease monotonously by

increasing of Nickel contains. Theinclinations of Hc vs X (x- containof Nickel)

showed thatinpelpendicular direction of film have a higher coerciveity.The reason

Ni-Zn ferrite rllm have a highercoercivitycomparedwith bulk was discussed.

Beside that, the filmshape specimen was constructed by a layerthat arranged

inthe surface of the substrate. This geometry causedthe existing ofeasyand hard axis

which isineasy axis was easier to magnetize. In the case ofNi-Znferrite film, ithas a

highersquareness (ratioMr/Ms)ineasy axis [30]but have a higher coercivityat hard

axis [42].Bothparameters are important to be high.But most of the application was

limited to the in- plane directions (easy axis).Until now for mixed spinel ferrite,in-
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plandirections have only limited to one speciflC magnetic property for single

specimen (fig4.38).I believe the potential usage of mixed spinel ferrite might be

increase if 1 planof single specimen of ferrite consist more thanone specific

magnetic propertyin
1 plane (figure4.39).The additional advantages mixed spinel

ferriteswas obtained by woody microstructure.

･

･十.･･.-＼･

,
.

Figure 4.39 The advantages of mixed spinel ferrite

H.M.El-Sayed (2009) [45] have improved the Squareness (MrMs) and the

Hc due to the magnetic anisotropy of Co-ferrite (spinelferrite)byinducing pressure

and external magnetic field at the powder.

The multilayer丘1ms have a good potential to obtain such phenomenon. But it

needs complicated and special equlPment tO Produce it.We have found that the wood

is a good candidate because it contained of elongated tubular cells aligned with the

axis of the tree trunk [1].The wall was separated by 1 directional pores. The

behaviors of ferrimagnetism exist at the co'mpounds which have more complex

structure than element. For example, Ni-ZnFe204 and Mn-Zn Fe204that only a

portion of the ion contributes to the magnetization of the materials. Theoretically both

Mn-Zn ferriteand Ni-Zn ferritehave a similar crystal structure (Mixed spinel ferrite).

Thus ferrite woods have a woody microstructure. In term of magnetic properties, It

have a anisotropy effect due the microstructure of wood if extemal fieldinduced,
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which are bjgher squareness in parallel with the wal). Sintered at 1200oC thethickness

of wall was approximately 1-2卜m･ The squareness areincrease by decreaslng OfZn2+

contains.

The TeS〟l& was t.ndicales thefeTritewood have q dud/properties in 1 p[a〝e･

Figure 4.40 showsthe different between ferrite wood and ferrite wood. For ferrite

filmit have a similar properties at bothdirections, but ferrite wood itdifferent･

Ferritefi1m Ferrite wood

Figure 4.40 The different offerrite film and ferrite wood

4.5 ComparisoI) Of NiZn-ferrite, MJIZn-ferrite and Ba-ferrite wood･

Genera11y, NiZn-felTite, MnZn-fenite and Ba-ferrite are chemically different･

NiZn-ferrite, MnZn-ferrite has a sin1ilar crystal structure but different especially ln

magnetic hysteresis due to the net moment of unpaired electron shell･ The Magnetic

moment of NiZn-ferrite is higherthan Mn-Zn ferrite and Ba-ferrite. Theoretically

solid Ba-ferrites have permeability-10 at GHz region.But
in the case of Ba-ferrite

wood that have a very low bulk density, caused the permeabilitywas lower (-I)･

Amongthese 3 ferrite wood, Ni-Zn ferrite wood have a highestpermeabilityat

higherfrequency. This is because,

The NiZn ferrites have a highpermeabilityat high丘equency (max

peak a土10
- 100 MHz)･

At low bulk density,the permeability is better at high frequency

reg10nS.
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The effects of woody microstructure (multilayer f1lm) enhance the

permeabilityat higherfrequency region.

Meanwhile for MnZn ferrites,ithas a low permeabilityat higher &equency because,

For Ba-ferrite

The MnZn. ferrites have a highpermeabilityat low frequency (max

peak at 500 kHz - 1 MHz).

At low bulk density,the permeabilityis better but, at 10 I 100MHz the

permeability was drop lower than 1.

The Ba- ferriteshave a high permeabilityat high frequency (max peak

at 1 GHz).

In highbulk densityBa-ferrite the permeabilityare low. That mean for

low bulk densityferritethe permeabilityare
lower･

Ba-ferrite wood can't be produce in slngle phase. This is because the

complete single phase only canbe produce at >1400oC･ The woody

microstructure can't retainsuch high temperature.

Figure 4.41 showsthe approximations permeabilityof solid ferrite and ferrite

wood. The higher permeabilityat higher frequency region is the main focusinthis

study. NiZn ferritewood isthe best candidate among a11･
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Figure 4.4 1 Approximations permeability of solid ferriteand ferrite wood

Because of this reasorl;the renections loss of the NiZn ferrite was

investigated･ Ni-Zn ferrite iswidely used as electromagnetic wave absorber
in the

VHF/UHF reglOn･ Many studies were carried out to investigate the microstructure of

chemistry dependence of magnetic permeability for producing a well-controlled

ferrite absorber [55156].The results revealed the different of the magnetic properties

caused by themicrostructure･ The returnloss of Ni-Zn femite was change by the

volume丘actions [57] composition [55, 58] and thethickness [55,59] of the

specimens. h主teadofthatthe number of the layer [57,59] was alsoinfluen･ced･

The retum loss was determined by the S paraJlleter measured by 1 port coaxial

cable. The equations ofretum loss or reflections loss (RL) are show below･

RL-20 loglOSll. (4･1)
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Which is Sll is theinput port voltage reflection coefficient. The S-parameter for

a 1-port network is given by a simple 1 x 1 matrix of the form(Snn) where n is the

allocated port number. To comply with the S-parameter definition of linearity, this

would normally be a passive load of sometype. The measured S parameter wasin

Complex formthatinvolvingthe real and imaginary Parts that shown in equation

below.

sl12-sllr2+ slli2 ……….. (4.2)

By subst血ting也e equation (4.2)into (4.1)we get

Retumloss,RL- 10loglO(Sll,2+s‖i2)................‥…....….(4.3)

4.6 Rettlrn loss / Reflections loss

Figure 4.42 shows the results of the retums / renections loss ofNio.5Zno.5Fe204

in different microstructure. All the measured specimens were subjected with the

similar compositionand bulk density. For each set of specimens, the obtained return

loss result slightlydifferent due to the un-uniformofthe pores sizes.

But the produce- able results for each set specimens were with in certain

&equency ranges. The results show that the vertical pore ferrite woods have the

highest frequency peak at 4 - 6 GHz. Meanwhile for horizontal pores ferrite wood

the peaks range was around 2 - 3 GHz. The non-wood microstructure specimen has a

lowest frequency range which is lower than1 GHz. The results were corresponded

with the magnetic permeabilityof the specimens. In sections was discussed the

permeabilityof the specimens. The vertical pores ferrite wood specimens have a

highest permeabilityat the GHz region follow by the horizontal ferrite wood

specimens flnally non- wood microstructure ferrite specimens.
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C且AIITER 5

CONCLtJSIONS

5.1 Conclusions

The aims of this study ifto develop themixed spinel ferritesO<i-Zn ferrite and

Mn-Zn ferrite)and hexagonal ferrite (ba-ferrite)by using wood templates and determine

the magnetic properties of thus novelmicrostructure that different between bulk

conditions. This thesis is contribute to the new condition of microstructures that

consisted the systematic array of the pores that mimicking wood templates･ In the other

hand, due tothe condition of thus microstructure was contributing to the new

phenomena of magnetic properties that simi1artendency as film shape.

The optimum preparation condition of Ni-Zn ferrite and Mn-Zn fenite丘･om

wood template was succ.essfully obtained･ The crystallizations of single phase ferrite

were determined by controlling the sintering terllperatureS, times and atmosphere. The

different preparation conditions were revealed between thus so氏ferrites.Asa results

thus ferrite wood was successfully prepared with a minimum defects.

Figure 5.I Image ofa. Infiltrated template b. Femite wood

The magnetic hysteresis (B-H curve) of ferrite wood in cubical shape was

presented･ Normally for soft ferrite,inbulk conditionsthe hysteresis is isotropICinany
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direction that measured with the same thickness. But for ferrite wood even toughthe

physical appearances look like bulk ferrite,but the magnetic hysteresisanisotropy was

revealed (easyaxis and hard axis).This phenomenon similar with the film shapeferrite

because ferritewoodare reacting like multilayered ferrite film･ Figure 5
･2indicated

the

advantages of Spinel ferrite wood. The Dual magnetic propertydue
to woody

microstructure was revealed.

Figure 5.2 the advantages of ferritewood

The microwave properties were studied. The magnetic permeability, p was

investigated･ Due to the microstructure of ferrite that mimicking the wood, we had

revealed the permeability, p was higher when the layer of wall of ferrite wood measured

parallel wi也也e magnetic丘eld, B･

Among thus 3 ferrite woods, NiZn ferrite wood have better performance at

higher frequency region. Because of that reason, the Reflection Loss, RL ofNiZn ferrite

wood wasinve;tigated.Asresults, the Reflection Loss ofNiZn ferritewood shows the

effective frequency range at GHZ reg10nS･ The specimens NiZn ferrite wood that the

pores that arrange vertically
have zero reflections loss at frequency range around

4-6GHz. Forthe non- woody microstructure have the zero reflections loss frequency
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lower than1GHz. The NiZn ferritewood that constructed &om multilayer wall able to

shiRed the zero reflections loss to higherfrequency regions･

5.2 Suggestions for future study

For the future study, I suggestinvestigating reflection loss due to relationship

between pemittivity, e and the permeabilityp of this ferritewood and related it
with the

theory･ Instead of thatthe absorptions loss of ferrite wood is also suggested for the

future study.
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